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Vienna
Forbackground informationon early nineteenth-centuryVienna, readAlice M. Hanson, "The Civic Environment for Music"
(Chapter 1) in MusicalLife in Biedermeier Vienna (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press,1985),4-33.The rest of Hanson's
book (on reserve in the music library)goes into fascinatingdetail about various Viennese musical institutions: the salon,
concert hall, theater, etc. It'sworth a read, but ifyoudon't have time, you can find a much shorter introduction to the topic
in Alice M. Hanson, "Vienna, City of Music," in Schubert‘s Vienna, ed. Raymond Erickson,98‐118 (New Haven,CT,and
London:Yale University Press,1997).The publishing industry also playedan important role in Viennese musical life: for a
briefoverview, read Ernst Hilmar, "Schubert and the Publishers" (Chapter 3) in FranzSchubert in His Time, trans. Reinhard
G. Pauly(Portland,OR:Amadeus Press, 1985),33-44.

TheVienna of FranzSchubert's childhood was undersiege and occupation by the Frencharmy.After the end of the
NapoleonicWars, the Congress of Vienna (1815)negotiated reforms that attempted to repress future rebellionsacross
Europe. Itwasmostly successful, yieldinga prolonged periodof political stability‐albeit one that suppressed political
dissent. Vienna, underfire leadership of Foreign Minister Klemensvon Metternich, becamea police state. For more
information on the effects this hadon Viennese musicians, readAlice M. Hanson,"Musicians and the Austrian Police"
(Chapter 2) in MusicalLife in Biedermeier Vienna (Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press,1985),34‐60.And for a
fascinating study of the concept of freedom buriedand concealed in his songs, read Kristina Muxfeldt, “Schubert's Freedom
of Song, if Not Speech," in FranzSchubertandHisWorld, ed.Christopher H.Gibbs and MortenSolvik, 201‐40 (Princeton:
Princeton University Press,2014).

This political climate prompted an inward turn, away from revolution and toward domestic contentment. The more chaotic,
grandiose elements of early German Romanticismwere tamed bya preferencefor safety. tranquility, and composure‐a
style later termed (derogatorily) Biedermeier. To get a sense of these sometimes intersecting, sometimes divergent stylistic
trends, browse through the paintings reproduced in Christoph Heilmann (curator), DeutscheRomantiker:Bildthemender
Zeit wan 1800his 1850(Munich: Hirmer, 1985),on reserve in the music library.

Intersperseyour readingwith the followingsongs by Schubert.which intersectwith some of the historical topics and
themes developed above:

“Die Befreier Europas in Paris," D. 104 (1814),with text byjohann Christian Mikan
"Schwertlied," D. 170 (1815),with text by Theodor Kémer
“Die (Seselligkeit,'I D. 609 (1818),with text byJohann Karl Unger
“Der ziirnenden Diana," 0. 707 (1820),with text byjohann Mayrhofer
“Sehnsucht,” D. 879 (1826),with text byjohannGabriel Seidl
“Widerspruch,” D. 865 (1826),with text byJohann Gabriel Seidl

In the final hour of the class for today, we will head over to Middleton Library to lookat editions of Schubert's music,
thematic catalogues, documentary biographies. and other resources for research. Forexamples of some of the issues that
peoplewho deal with Schubert‘smanuscriptsmust confront, readWalther Di'irr, "Notation and Performance:Dynamic
Marks in Schubert's Manuscripts," in Schubert the Progressive:History, PerformancePractice,Analysis, ed. Brian Newbould,
37-52 (Aldershotand Burlington,VT:Ashgate, 2003).And for an overviewof thematic catalogues and the problems of
chronology, read RobertWinter, "Cataloguing Schubert," 19th-CenmryMusic3 (1979): 154‐62.



Characterand Temperament
What did Schubert look like, and how did contemporaries portray him?Justa few portraits and likenesses from Schubert‘s
lifetime survive, and many morewere made after his death. Spend some time browsingthe images in Ernst Hilmar and
Otto Brusatti, eds., FranzSchubert:Aussteliungder WienerStadt- undLandesbibliothekzum 150. Todestagdes
Komponisten(Vienna: Universal Edition, 1978),on reserve in the music library.

To learn more about Schubert‘s personality, let's begin by readinghis ownwords‐as transcribed and translated in Otto E.
Deutsch, SchubertA DocumentaryBiography, trans. Eric Blom(London:J.M. Dent & Sons, 1946), on reserve in the music
library. Forthe most part, Schubert's letters are businesslike; exceptions includethe more heartfelt letters of 24August
1818 (pp. 94‐96), 31 March 1824(pp.338‐40), 18July 1824 (pp.362‐64), and 12September 1825 (pp.456‐59). Only snippets
of his diaries survive, includingsome revealing passages dated 14June 1816(p.61),16June1816 (p. 64),and 8 September
1816 (pp. 70‐71). Some startlingexcerpts from a lost notebook, dated March 1824,were saved by Schubert's friend Eduard
von Bauemfeld (pp.336‐37).Schubert wrote some poems of varied quality; his most famous is "MeinGebet" ("My Prayer“)
(p. 279). Finally,one of the strangest documents left behind by Schubert is apparently a recordof a dream ("Mein Traum"),
dated 3July 1822 (pp. 226‐28).

Schubert's friends and acquaintances leftvarious testimonials after the composer's death. These are transcribed and
translated in Otto E.Deutsch, Schubert:Memoirs byHisFriends, trans. Rosamond LeyandJohn Newell (NewYork:
Macmillan,1958),on reserve in the music library. Everyoneshould readJohann Mayrhofer‘s obituary (pp. 13‐15), Eduard
von Bauemfeld's notes for biographer Ferdinand Luib (p.45),Josef Kenner's notes for Luib (pp. 81‐82), and excerpts from
Wilhelm von Chézy's autobiography (p.261).Working asa team, students in Group A should also readJoseph von Spaun's
biographical notes (pp. 125‐41)and Leopoldvon Sonnleithner‘s biographical notes (pp.107‐122).What informationabout
Schubert's character and personality do these testimonies provide? Preparea handout for the classwith quotations of the
most revealingpassages.

Schubert dealtwith chronic illness for muchof his short life. For information on Schubert‘s medical history (with speculative
posthumous diagnoses), read PeterGilroy Bevan, "Adversity: Schubert‘s Illnessesand Their Background," in Schubert
Studies, ed. Brian Newbould,224‐66 (Aldershot and Brookfield,VT:Ashgate, 1998).

Schubert's sexuality has been the topic of much contentious discussion. First, read Maynard Solomon, "Fran2Schubert and
the Peacocksof Benvenuto Cellini," 19th‐CenturyMusic12 (1989): 193‐206,the groundbreakingarticle on the topic.
Solomon's article was rebutted in Rita Steblin, "The Peacock's Tale: Schubert's Sexuality Revisited," 19th-CenturyMusic17
(1993): 5-33.This rebuttal received itsown rebuttal: Maynard Solomon, "Schubert: Some Consequences of Nostalgia," 19th‑
CenturyMusic(1993): 3446. Read the back-and-forth.The debate continued in academia and outside it; for a glimpse of
musicology at its ugliest, read the exchange of letters between Charles Rosenand Rita Steblin in "Schubert a la Mode,“ The
NewYork Reviewof Books(20 October 1994). In subsequent years,Steblin published extensively on Schubert's intimate
relationshipswith women; for an example, read Rita Steblin, “Schubert's Beloved Singer Therese Grob: NewDocumentary
Evidence," Schubert durch die Briile28 (2002): 55-100.

Now,at last, to the heart of the matter.What, if anything does information about Schubert's personality, health, and
sexuality tell us about hismusic?Students in Group B should divide the followingessays amongst themselves, then
prepare a brief report to the class.What is the article's thesis,what is its evidence, andwhat is itsmethodology?What does
it suggest ( i f anything) about the relationship between Schubert‘s life and his music? Is it insightful,convincing, valuable? Be
sure also to have music examples from the pieces discussed.

0 Hugh Macdonald, "Schubert's Volcanic Temper," TheMusicalTimes119, no. 1629(1978):949‐52; and Susan
Wollenberg, "Schubert's Violent Nature" (Chapter6) in Schubert'sFingerprints:Studies in the InstrumentalWorks
(London and NewYork: Routledge,2016), 161‐89.

0 Joseph N.Straus, “Musical Narratives of DisabilityAccommodated: Schubert" (Chapter 3), in ExtraordinaryMeasures:
Disabilityin Music(Oxford and NewYork: Oxford University Press, 2011), 63-71.

0 Kristina Muxfeldt, "Schubert, Platen, and the Myth of Narcissus,"journal of theAmericanMusicologicaiSociety49
(1996):480‐527.

0 Philip Brett. "Piano Four-Hands: Schubert and the Performance of Gay Male Desire," 19th-CenturyMusic21 (1997): 149‑
76.

0 Jeffrey Kallberg, “Sex, Sexuality, and Schubert’s PianoMusic," in HistoricalMusicology:Sources, Methods,
interpretations, ed. StephenA.Crist and Roberta Montemorra Marvin, 219‐33 (Rochester: University of Rochester
Press,2004).



Inheritance and Influence
In his formative years, Schubert studied compositionwithAntonio Salieri; his exercises are transcribed in Alfred Mann,
ed., SchubertStudien, FranzSchubert:NeueAusgabesémtiicherWerke, Serie 8, Band 2 (Basel and London: Barenreiter,
1986), in the reserve stacks in the music library. Browse through the volume: what sort of trainingdid Schubert receive from
Salieri?Another glimpse into Schubert's early musical education can be found in the list of scores by other composers that
he arranged or copied by hand; these are listed in "Schuberts Bearbeitungen fremderWerke" and 'SchubertsAbschriften
von fremdenWerken" in Otto Erich Deutsch, FranzSchubert: Thematische Verzeichnisseiner Werke in chronologischer
Folge. newed., FranzSchubert:NeueAusgabesémtiicherWerke, Serie 8, Band4 (Kassel: Barenreiter, 1978),658‐65, in the
reserve stacks of the music library.Which composers andgenres make the list? Some of Schubert's early compositions are
closely modeled on the works of others; for an example, members of Group A should read Martin Chusid, "Schubert‘s
Overture for StringQuintet and Cherubini's Overture to Faniska,"journal of theAmericanMusicologicalSociety15 (1962):
78-84.

Like many composers of the early nineteenth century, Schubert idolized Mozart: "0 Mozart, immortal Mozart...," he wrote in
his diary (13June 1816).What traces of Mozart's style can be found in Schubert's music?Joshua Rifltinhas identified a
Mozartean allusion in the early drafts of Schubert‘s Symphony in CMajor (D. 944), subsequently edited away; members
of Group B should readhis detective work in Joshua Rifkin, "A Note on Schubert's Great C‐Major Symphony," 19th-Century
Music6 (1982): 13-16.For a broader overviewof the topic, everyone should readSusanWollenberg, "Schubert and Mozart"
(Chapter 5) in Schubert‘s fingerprints:Studies in the lnstrumentalWorks(Abingdonand NewYork: Ashgate, 2011), 133‐60;
asyou read,study and listen to the followingworks:

0 Mozart's Symphony No.40 in G Minor, K.550 (1788)vs. Schubert's Symphony No. 5 in B‐flat Major, D.485 (1816)

According to Josefvon Spaun, the balladesofJohann RudolfZumsteegdeeply affected Schubert: he could “revel in these
songs for days on end.‘I Schubert's early ballades (songs that tell stories, usuallywith contrasting sections)closely followed
‐ b u t also updatedand "modernized," accordingto Spaun‐Zumsteeg‘s earlier settings. To get a sense of his style, browse
one of the sevenvolumes of Zumsteeg, KleineBalladenundLieder(1800); then study, play, and listen to the following
works:

0 Zumsteeg‘s "Ritter Toggenburg" (1800)vs. Schubert's " thter Toggenburg," D.397 (1816)

The Volkston("folk style")was an important ideal to many lied cornposers; for some of the first examples of this style,
browseJ.A. P. Schulz, Lieder im Volkston, ed.Walther Diirr andStefanie Steiner, Daserbe deutscherMusik.vol. 105
(Munich: Henle, 2006), in the reserve stacks of the music library.ForSchubert‘s approach to the Vollston, readWalter
Frisch,"Schubert's Néhedes Geliebten(D. 162): Transformation of the Volkston," in Schubert:CriticalandAnalyticalStudies,
175‐99(Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1986).]ohann Friedrich Reichardt‘s songs (very much in the
"Lieder im Volkston" model) often offer fruitful counterpoints to Schubert‘s settings; study, play, and listen to the following
works:

0 Reichardt’s "Néhe des Gellebten" (1809)vs. Schubert‘s "Nahe des Geliebten," D. 162 (1815)
0 Reichardt‘s "Heidenroslein" (1809)vs. Schubert's “HeidenrosleinfI D.257 (1815) (GroupA)
0 Reichardt’s "DerJUnglingam Bache" (1810)vs. Schubert's "DerJUnglingam Bache," D.30 (1812)vs. Schubert's "Der
Jflngling am Bache," D. 192 (1815) (Group B)



Freundeskreis

Schubert associatedwith many artists.musicians, poets,and philosophers throughout the course of his life; these
associations formed various Freundeskreise,or circles of friends. Schubert benefitted from these friendships in several
ways: they offered himcamaraderie and emotional support, professional encouragement and patronage,and artistic
inspiration and guidance. Foran overview of the intellectual and philosophical agenda of these circles, their activities, and
their effect on Schubert's career and compositions, read DavidGramit, "'The Passion for Friendship': Music, Cultivation, and
Identity in Schubert's Circle," in The Cambridge Companion to Schubert ed.ChristopherGibbs, 56-71 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1997).

There was no single Freundeskreis:old friendships faded while newfriendships developed; secret societies formed as old
ones dissolved. The first and most influential circlewas the LinzerTugendbund (Leagueof Virtue, Linz),whose membership
included manyof Schubert's closest childhood and teenage friends (but not, technically, Schubert himself).The group
produced two volumes of a literarymagazine,which reveal insights into the philosophical agenda of its authors: for more,
read "Excerpts from Beytragezur Biidungfurflingiinge, 1817‐1818," introducedand trans. DavidGramit, in FranzSchubert
andHis World, ed.Christopher H.Gibbs and Morten Solvik, 39-66 (Princeton: PrincetonUniversity Press,2014).A member
of the Tugendbund andSchubert's close friend (and roommate!),Johann Mayrhoferwrote "Heliopolis," a cycle of poems
that exemplifies muchabout the cirde's worldview; for more on these poems and Schubert‘s settings of some of them, read
David Gramit, "Schubert and the Biedermeierz The Aesthetics ofJohann Mayrhofer‘s 'Heliopolis,"' Music8:Letters74 (1993):
355‐82. Besure to study and listen to the following songs, all setting texts from Mayrhofer‘s "Heliopolis":

0 Schubert, "Nachtviolen," D.752 (1822)
0 Schubert, "Heliopolis I,"D. 753 (1822)
0 Schubert, "Heliopolis II," D. 754 (1822)

The loftier aspirations of the Tugendbund are moderated by the silly playfulness (often raunchiness) of the Nonsense
Society, a short‐lived social club whose members wore outrageous costumes, spoke in riddles,and addressed each other
with code names. For more on this group, their activities, and the rationales for includingSchubert among itsmembers,
read Rita Steblin, "Schubert: The NonsenseSociety Revisited," in FranzSchubertandHisWorld. ed.Christopher H. Gibbs
and Morten Solvik, 1‐37 (Princeton: PrincetonUniversity Press,2014). Steblin has also proposed that Schubertwrote several
songs for and about members of the NonsenseSociety‐including Ferdinand Dbrflinger,who dressed in the society as a
woman, I'Elise." Read Rita Steblin, "Schubert's Elise: DasDdrfchenand the ‘Unsinnsgesellschaft,“' TheMusicalTimes 140,no.
1866 (1999): 33‐43. Besure to study and listen to the followingsong:

0 Schubert, "Das Dt'irfchen,‘I D. 598 (1817722)

In the early 18205, a newcircle formed: the I'Schobert"Circle, namedafter its leadingmembers FranzSchubert and Franz
von Schober. Foran introduction to this circle, their philosophical program, their internal squabbles, and their weekly
Schubertiads, readJohn M. Gingerich, "'Those of uswho found our life in art': The Second-Generation Romanticism of the
Schubert-Schober Circle, 1820‐1825," in FranzSchubertandHisWorid, ed.Christopher H. Gibbs and MortenSolvik, 67-114
(Princeton: Princeton University Press,2014). Intriguingly,a satellite memberof the circle was LudwigSchnorrvon
Carolsfeld, a mesmeristwho conscripted Schubert's participation in the practice of animal magnetism: for more on this
bizarre incident, read Lisa Feurzeig, “Heroines in Perversity: Marie Schmith, Animal Magnetism,and the Schubert Circle,“
19th-CenturyMusic21 (1997): 223-43. Listen to and study the following songs,which set the texts of Friedrichvon Schlegel,
Franzvon Bruchmann,andJacob NicolausCraigher‐all poets associated (directly or indirectly)with the "Schobert’I Circle:

0 Schubert, "Abendréte," D. 690 (1820/23)
0 Schubert, "Am See," D. 746 (1822)
0 Schubert, "Diejunge Nonne," D. 828 (1824125)

Finally,select one of the following names (divideyourselves asa class, so as no t to duplicate someone else's work), and
prepare a short presentationabout himor her to the class. (You should begin your researchwith Peter Clive, Schubertand
HisWorid'A BiographicalDictionary[Oxford:Clarendon Press, 1997],on reserve in the music library.)Who was this person,
andwhat was hisor her relationship to Schubert? Howdid they meet, and for how longwere they in close contact? Inwhat
ways might this person have influencedSchubert's own music (as performer, poet, patron, inspiration,etc.)? Please bring
visual and musical examples, if they suit your presentation.

Eduardvon Bauemfeld
Franzvon Bruchmann
Anna Frbhlich andJosefine Fr6hlich
Anselm Ht'ittenbrennerandJosef Hiittenbrenner
Josef Kenner
Leopold Kupelwieser
Johann Mayrhofer
Franzvon Schober
Moritzvon Schwind
Johann Senn
Ignazvon Sonnleithner and Leopoldvon Sonnleithner
Josephvon Spaun
Johann MichaelVogl



Goethe

lohannWolfgangvon Goethe is one of cultural historYsgreat polyrnaths.He produced literarymasterpieces in poetry,
drama, fiction, memoir, and criticism, plus substantial philosophical,theological, and scientific studies; he also dabbled in
politics andwas a fairly talented artist.Goethewrote hundreds o f poems over the course o f his longca ree r ‐on diverse
subjects, in diverse forms, in diverse styles. For an overview of Goethe's poetic output, readJohn R.Williams, "Goethe the
Poet,“ in fi l e Cambridge Companion to Goethe, ed. LesleySharpe.42-65 (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press,2002). (I
have highlighted every referenceto a poem that Schubert set to music.)An amateur cellist and a musical enfl'lusiast, Goethe
held strongopinions on me ways composers should set his poems to music. For an overview of his attitudes, read Lorraine
Byrne [Bodley], "Goethe the Musician?" (Chapter 1) in Schubert‘s GoetheSettings(Aldershot and Burlington,VT:Ashgate,
2003), 3-24. As Byrne Bodleydescribes,Goethe's closest musical friendship waswith Carl FriedrichZelter; spend some time
browsinghis songs (while keepingan eye out for settings of poems that were also taken up by Schubert), as found in Carl
FredrichZelter, Lie-den ed. Reinhold KubikandAndreas Meier.Das Erbe deutscher Music 106(Munich: Henle, 1995), in the
reservestacks of the music library.

Schubert composed songs on the poetry of JohannWolfgangvon Goethe nearlyseventy-five times, settingGoethe more
frequently than any other poet.There are so many treasures to choose from! Let's spend our time focused on the poems
and songs featuring the followingfive personae:

0 The Erlking: Listen to "Erlkbnig," D. 328 (1815). ReadChristopher Gibbs, '"Komm,geh' mit mir‘: Schubert's
Uncanny Erlkonig,“ ich-CentuiyMusic19(1995): 115-35.

0 Gretchen: Listen to "Szene aus Faust"D. 126(1814); "Gretchen am Spinnrade," D. 118 (1814); and “Gretchens Bitte,"
D. 564 (1817). ReadJeff Perry, "Schubert's 'AusGoethe's Faust,‘ D. 126:The Scena as Fragment," Indiana Theory
Review26 (2005): 105-21.

0 Ganymede: Listento "Ganymed," D. 544(1817). Read Lawrence Kramer, "TheGanymede Complex: Schubert's Songs
and the Homoerotic Imagination"(Chapter4), in FranzSchubert:Sexuality,Subjectivity, Song(Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998),93‐128.

0 Mignon: Listen to "He"! mich nicht reden," D.726 (1821); “HeiB mich nicht reden."D.877/2 (1826); "So laBt mich
scheinen," D.727 (1821); and "So IaBtmich scheinen," D. 877B (1826). ReadSterling Lambert, "RecyclingMignon"
(Chapter 7) in Ree-ReadingPoetry:Schubert‘sMultipleSettingsof Goethe(Woodbridge: Boydell Press. 2009), 191‐225.

0 Suleika: Listen to "Suleika I," D.720 (1821); and “Suleika II," D.717 (1824).Read Harry Seelig, "The Musical 'Spirit’ of
Goethe's 'Suleika': Schubert‘s Settings D.720 and D.717." in Of PoetryandSong:Approaches to the Nineteenth-Century
Lied,ed.Jiirgen Thyrn, 29-70 (Rochester: Universityof Rochester press, 2010).

Please listen to all the songs and study their poetry.Everyoneshould also complete the readingassignments associated
with the Erlking,Ganymede, and Mignon.Students in Group A should also complete the readingassignment for Gretchen,
and students in Group B should complete the readingassignment for Suleika; be prepared to summarize your source to
the rest of the class.



Fingerprints

Todaywe will investigate some of Schubert's stylisfic "fingerprints“: the features, devices, and inventionsmost commonly
associated with a Schubertian musical language.Our focus will be on the instrumentalworks‐but, as is always the case
with Schubert, vocal musicwill never be far away. In contrast to ou r previous meetings,which were rooted in history and
criticism, ou r methodologies today are primarily theoretical and analytical. Beginby readingtwo intoductions to Schubert's
style: Brian Newbould, “Aspects of Technique" (Chapter23), in Schubert: TheMusicandthe Man(Berkeley and LosAngeles:
University of California Press, 1997),389‐402; and RobertS.Hatten, "Schubert's Alchemy. Transformative Surfaces,
Transfiguring Depths,"Schubert‘s LateMusic:History, Theory, Style, ed. Lorraine BymeBodley andJulian Horton,91‑
111(Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press,2016).

Then, study and listen to the followingwork,which illusuates some of the points made above by Newbould and Hatten,and
contains nearly all of the “fingerprints“ listed below (you may alsowish to spend some time perusingthe facsimile of the
autograph score: Franz Schubert, DreigrosseSonaten l i i r dasPianoforte (FriiheFassungen):Faksimilenach den
Autographen in der WienerStadt‐ undLandesbibliothek, ed. Ernst Hilmar [Tutzingz HansSchneider, 1987],on reserve in the
music library):

0 Schubert, PianoSonata in B flat Major, D. 960 (1828)

Students in Group A should read the essays on the following "fingerprints," then pick a topic to present to the class
(individually or in pairs; please make sure every topic has a presenter):

0 Alienated tonic. Nicholas Marston, “Schubert's Homecoming,"journalof the RoyalMusicalAssociation 125 (2000):
248‐70.

0 Chromatic mediants. Richard L.Cohn, “AsWonderful as Star Clusters: Instruments for Gazing at Tonality in
Schubert,“ 19th-CenturyMusic22 (1999): 213‐32: and David Kopp, “Common-Tone Tonality" (Chapter 1)and l'Three
Examples of Functional Chromatic Mediant Relations in Schubert" (Chapter 2), in Chromatic Transformations in
Nineteenth‐CenturyMusic(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,2002), 1‐17 and 18‐32.

0 Dactyls. Ludwig Misch, “Ein Lieblingsmotiv Schuberts," DieMusikforschung15 (1962): 146‐52;and HughMacdonald,
"Schubert's Pendulum,“ SchubertdurchdieBrille21 (1998):143‐51.

0 Lyricism. SuYin Mark, "Schubert's Sonata Formsand the Poetics of the Lyric," Thejournal of Musicology23 (2006):
263-306.

Students in Group B should read the essayson the following "'fingerprints,‘I then pick a topic to present to the class
(individually or in pairs; please make sure every topic has a presenter):

0 Major ‐minor.William Kinderman, "Schubert's Tragic Perspective," in Schubert CriticalandAnalyticalStudies. ed.
Walter Frisch,65-83 (Lincoln: Universityof Nebraska Press, 1986);and SusanWollenberg, "'His Favourite Device':
Schubert's Major-Minor Usageand Its Nuances"(Chapter2), in Schubert'sFingerprints:Studies in the instrumental
Works(London and NewYork: Routledge,2011). 15-46.

0 Promissory notes. Edward T. Cone, ”Schubert's Promissory Note:An Exercise in Musical Hermeneutics," in Schubert:
CriticalandAnalyticalStudies, ed.Walter Frisch, 13-30 (Lincoln: Universityof Nebraska Press, 1986); and Ryan
McClelland, "Tonal Recollection in Schubert's Late Instrumental Music," in Schubert‘s LateMusic:History, ”weary,Style,
ed. Lorraine Byme BodleyandJulian Horton,241‐62 (Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press, 2016).

0 Three-key expositions. JamesWebster, “Schubert‘s Sonata Formand Brahms‘s FirstMaturity [Part 1]," 19th‐Century
Music 2 (1978): 18-35.

0 ' T ‐X ‐T. ‘Joseph Kerman, ”A Romantic Detail in Schubert's Schwanengesang" in Schubert:CriticalandAnalytical
Studies, ed.Walter Frisch,48-64 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,1986);and Brian Newbould, "ASchubert
Palindrome," 19th-CenturyMusic1S(1992): 207‐14.

Inyour presentation, identify the characteristics of your Schubertian “fi ngerprint," then summarize (in a manner also
incorporatingyour own insightand criticism) the main argument of the assigned reading(s). Preparea handout to display
scores, graphs, figures, and quotations, and please use audio examples.



Memory and Cyclicity
Intensely subjective and deeply expressive, Schubert’s compositions sometimes suggests a kind of artificial consciousness‑
as if the musical work remembers aspects of itsown past; or as if it reaches into someplace outside of itself, recallingother
themes, other memories. Theorists have assigned technical terminology to both retrospective tendencies: the former,
cyclicity ( in which different sections of a musical work are bound together by a unifyingtheme or motive); and
intertextuality (in which a musical work borrows or alludes to preexistingworks). But it's also worth thinking of the ways in
which these compositional techniques constitute a kind of musical memory, one reflective of a newly emergent Romantic
sense of self. (We'll also use this topic as an opportunity to discuss masterpieces of Schubert's lastyear.)

Let's beginwith cyclicity. For an introduction to the topic, focused on Schubert's compositional and organizational
strategies, read Martin Chusid, "Schubert‘s Cyclic Compositions of 1824,"Acts musicolagica36 (1964): 37‐45. Then, for
perspective on "extreme existential states" and "divided self-consciousness“ in Schubert's music, readJohn M. Gingerich,
"Remembrance and Consciousness in Schubert's C‐Major StringQuintet, D. 956," The MusicalQuartenys4 (2000): 619-34.
Besure to study and listen to the followingworks analyzed by Chusid and Gingerich:

0 Octet in FMajor, D.803 (1824)
0 String Quintet in CMajor, D.956 (1828)

Next, intertextuality.An early overview of the topic, listingthirty-three examples of Schubert's self-borrowing, may be found
in Reinhard van Hoorickx, "Schubert‘s Reminiscences of His Own Works," The MusicalQuarterly60 (1974): 373‐88. Fora
second, similarly exhaustive study concerningthe transformation of themes across musical works, read Leo Black, "Oaks
and Osmosis," The MusicalTimes 138, no. 1852 (1997): 4‐15. You don‘t need to spend your time scrutinizing every example;
just pick a few self-borrowings that interestyou, then listen to the relevant pieces (or play through them at the piano). Fora
more sustained investigation into this topic ("how musicgrounded in a shared lexicon of tropes and figures...seeks the
expression of some deep well of sentient experience"), read Richard Kramer, "Against the Grain: The Sonata in G(D. 894)
and a Hermeneutics of Late Style," in Schubert’s LateMusic:History, Theory, Style, ed. Lorraine Byrne BodleyandJulian
Horton, 111‐33(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,2016). Besure to study and listen to the following works discussed
by Kramer.

0 "Schwestergrufl," D. 762 (1822)
0 Piano Sonata in G Major, D. 894 (1826)

Lastly,consider ananalysis that examines both cyclicity and intertextuality. Read Charles Fisk, "Recovering a Song of Origin:
The Sonata inA Major, D.959" (Chapter8), in ReturningCycles: Contexts for the interpretationofSchubert's lmpromptus
andLastSonatas(Berkeley: University of California Press,2001), 204-36. Be sure to study and listen to the followingwork
discussed by Fisk:

0 Piano Sonata in A Major, D. 959 (1828)



Song Cycles
Todaywe'll study one of Schubert's most beloved songcycles; thenwe‘ll considerwhether some other Schubert songs
might be sfitched together to form a persuasivewhole. Butfirst, let's study the origins and forms of thegenre itself. "Song
cycle" (acatchall term for Uederkreis,Liederzykius, Liederreihe,etc.) existedwithout a lexicographic definition until 1865;
early examples came in all shapes and sizes. Formore on this early history, read Ruth 0. Bingham, “The Early Nineteenth‑
Century SongCycle,"'in The Cambn'dge Companion to the Lied,ed.james Parsons, 101‐19 (Cambridge:Cambridge
University Press,2004). You can find some examples of non-narrative cycles in Ruth 0. Bingham, ed., TopicaiSongCycies of
the EarlyNineteenthCentury, RecentResearches in the Music of the Nineteenfli and EarlyTwentieth Centuries 37
(Middleton,WI:A‐R Editions, 2003). in the reserve stacks of the music library. For additional information about the
wandering protagonist found in so many narrative songcycles (includingSchubert‘s), and for an important analytical tool to
helpmake sense of a cyde's various tonal centers, read Barbara Turchin, "The Nineteenth-Century WanderiiederCycle," The
loumaiof Musicology5 (1987): 498‐525.
Wewill focus ou r attention today on Schubert‘sDiescho'ne Mi'ilierin.The poetry, by Wilhelm Muller,has a fascinatingorigin
story, involvinga real-life love triangle, a Uederspiel,and Felix Mendelssohn's future brother-in‐law. Formore, read Susan
Youens, "Behind the Scenes: The Genesis of Wilhelm Miiller‘s Cycle“ (Chapter 1) in Schubert, Mtiiier, and "Dieschcine
Mullerin” (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1997), 1-41:

0 Die schdneMuiierin, D.795 (1824)

Forclose readings of Miiller‘s poeb'y and Schubert's music,and how both poetand composer dealt with the topics of sex
and death, read Susan Youens, "'Lilies that Fester': Sex and Death in MUller's and Schubert’s Cycles" (Chapter4), Schubert;
Muller, and ”Dieschéine M0!!erin"(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 159-203.

Schubert composed two songcycles settingthe poetry of a single author ‐DieschdneMt'ilierinand Mnterreise. Healso
composed settings of LudwigRellstab, Heinrich Heine,and].G.Seidl that were published posthumously as
Schwanengesang, D. 957.The extent to which this collection represents a cycle has been hotly contested. For an
examination of the cyclical features of the Heine songs (and a proposed reordering), read Richard Kramer, “Schubert's
Heine" (Chapter 6), in DistantCycles:Schubertandthe Conceivingof Song(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994),125‑
47. Besure to study and listen to the six songs, too‐ideally in Kramer'sordering:

0 Schwanengesang, D. 957, nos.8‐13 (1828): IIDas Fischerméidchen," D. 957, no. 10; "Am Meer," no. 12; "Die Stadt,‘I no. 11;
I'DerDoppelgiinger," no. 13; "lhr Bild," no. 9; and "DerAtlas,“ no. 8

Schubert also composed and published songs in groupings that suggest a cyclical organization‐albeit a highly covert one.
Formore on Schubert's opuses as “song sets," spend some time browsingMichael Hall, Schubert’sSongSets(Aldershot:
Ashgate, 2003), on reserve in the music library.Then read a study that Iwrote, on three part songs that resonate
suggestivelywith one another: Blake Howe, "Bounded Finitudeor Boundless Infinitude? Schubert‘s Contradictions at the
‘Final Barrier,“I in Schubert's LateMusic:History, Theory, Style, ed. Lorraine Byrne Bodley andJulian Horton, 357-82
(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press,2016). Besure to study and listen to these three part songs, too‐ideally inmy
proposed ordering:

0 "Widerspruch," D.865a; “Nachthelle,” D.892; and "Grab und Mond," D.893 (1826)



Schubert and Beethoven
Ludwigvan Beethoven's stature loomed large throughout Schubert‘s life.No Viennese composer of the fime escaped
comparison (often unfavorable)with Beethoven,and Schubert contendedwith his elder contemporary as both rival and
idol. Foran overview of the influence of Beethoven on Schubert's life,music, and reception, read Maynard Solomon,
"Schubert and Beethoven," ich‐CentmyMusic3 (1979): 114‐25.Focus especially on the primary sources from which
Solomon quotes, includingSchubert's diary entry of 16June1816 (whichwe have already read), his letter of 31 March 1824
(whichwe have also already read),Joseph Hiittenbrenner’s letter of 14August 1822,and the various testimonies of Anselm
Hiittenbrenner,josef von Spaun, and others. Solomon's article is mostly biographical: for more on Schubert's music and its
possible links to Beethoven, readWilliam Kinderman, "Franz Schubert's 'NewStyle" and the Legacy of Beethoven," in
RethinkingSchubert, ed. Lorraine Byrne BodleyandJulian Horton (Oxford: Oxford University Press,2016). If you havetime,
take a look atJohn M.Gingerich, Schubert‘sBeethovenProject(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press,2012), on reserve in
the music library.Gingerich examines the chamber and orchestral music that Schubert composed during the final four
years of his life and shows how he aspired to achieve the prestige and fame of hismore prominentViennese counterpart,
sometimes bymodelinghis own compositions on those of Beethoven.

M a case study of this Beethoven‐Schubert nexus, let's consider Schubert‘sPianoTrio in E‐flatMajor. For an analysis of its
musicalborrowings from both Beethovenand folk music, and its possible function asa memorial for Beethoven,
readChristopher Gibbs, “Schubert's Tombeaude Beethoven: Decryptingthe Piano Trio in E‐flatMajor,Op. 100," in Schubert
andHisWorld ed.ChristopherGibbs and MortenSolvik, 241‐98 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014). Spend time
listeningto and studying the musicalworks analyzed byGibbs:

0 Ludwigvan Beethoven, Symphony No.3 (Eroica): Second movement,Marcia funebre - Adagio assai (1802-04)
0 FranzSchubert. PianoTrio in E-flat Major, D.929 (1827)

Fora comparative study of Schubert and Beethoven,their late styles, and their innovative approach to musical temporality
and ontology, read Scott Burnham, "Beethoven, Schubert and the Movement of Phenomena," in Schubert’sLateMusic:
History, Theory, Style, ed. Lorraine Byrne Bodleyandjulian Horton,35‐51 (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press,
2016). Spend time listeningto and studyingthe musicalworks analyzed by Burnham:

0 Ludwigvan Beethoven, StringQuartet in B-flat Major,Op. 130:Sixthmovement, GroBeFuge(1826)
0 Franz Schubert, StringQuartet in GMajor, D. 887 (1826)

Finally, let's consider another composerwho loomed large:Gioachino Rossini, often framed (with some condescension) as
Beethoven's antithesis. Fora study of the ways inwhich the reception histories of all three composers are intertwined‑
usuallyto Beethoven's benefitandSchubert and Rossini's detriment‐read Suzannah Clark, "Rossini and Beethoven in the
Reception of Schubert," in The Inventionof BeethovenandRossini:Historiography,Analysis, Criticism, ed. NicholasMathew
and BenjaminWalton, 96‐119 (Cambridge:Cambridge UniversityPress,2013).



Landscape and the Wanderer
Take a deep breath,and girdyour loins: it's time for someAdorno. Begin by readingTheodor Adorno, "Schubert (1928),"
trans.jonathan Dunsbyand Beate Perrey, 19th-CenturyMusic29 (2005): 3-14. It‘s an extraordinary essay‐but also
elliptical, ambiguous, and nearly impenetrable.Take your time. Part of thejoy of readingAdorno is the process of struggling
with his prose and deciphering his provocative, challengingmetaphors. Besure to readand listen to the followingmusical
works,which are central to Adorno's conception of a Schubertian “landscape":

0 "DerWanderer," D.489 (1821)
0 Piano Fantasy in CMajor [Wanderer], D.760 (1822)

We'll spend most of our timewithAdorno'swords themselves. But for additional perspectives, read three short responses
to Adomo's essay: jonathan Dunshy, “Adomo Imageof Schubert's Wanderer FantasyMultiplied by Ten," 19th-Century
Music29 (2005): 42‐48; Richard Leppert, "On ReadingAdorno HearingSchubert," 19th-centuryMusic29 (2005): 56‐63;
and Scott Burnham, "Landscape as Music, Landscapeas Truth: Schubert and the Burden of Repetition.“ 19th-Century
Music29 (2005): 31‐41.

Adorno identifiesthe “wanderer" asa core element in Schubert's compositional style: “Schubert's themes wander, just like
the miller [o f Dieschéne Mullen'n] does,II and the topic of wandering “opens out for us an even deeper insight into
Schubert's mythologicalworld." Who is thiswanderer, andwhy does Schubert‘s music so often seem to invoke his presence
(directly or indirectly)? Foran introduction to the topic of the wanderer in German literature, readTheodore Gish,
"Wanderlustand Wanderiied: The Motifof the Wandering Hero in German Romanticism,“ Studies in Romanticism3 (1964):
25-39. Next, turn to some examples of wandering in Schubert's songs (where the persona is clearly identified by words):
readSusan Youens, “A Gauntlet Thrown: Schubert's 'Einsamkeit,‘ D. 620, and Beethoven‘sAn die ferne
Geiiebte,” in RethinkingSchubert, ed. Lorraine Byrne Bodley andJulian Horton,456‐84 (Oxford:Oxford University Press,
2016);and Lorraine Byrne Bodley,"Challenging the Context: Reception and Transformation in Schubert's"Der Musensohn,I
D.764, Op. 92, No. 1,“ in RethinkingSchubert, ed. Lorraine Byrne Bodley andJulian Horton,437‐55 (Oxford:Oxford
University Press,2016). Besure to study and listen to the followingsongs:

0 "Einsamkeit," D.620 (1818)
0 "Der Musensohn," D. 764 (1822)
0 "Wandrers Nachtlied," D. 768 (1823)

What about the instrumental music‐without the aid of text, howmight it suggest thewanderer‘s journey? Forparallels
between the WandererFantawand other pianoworks by Schubert, readCharles Fisk, "TheWanderer‘s Tracks" (Chapter 3),
in RetumingCycles:Contexts for the Interpretationof Schubert's ImpromptusandLastSonatas(Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2001), 60‐80. (You'll probablywant to listen to D.489 and D. 760, again.) For a broader consideration of a
wandering tapas in Schubert's music, drawing broadly from his late instrumentalworks, readWilliam Kinderman,
"WanderingArchetypes in Schubert's Instrumental Music," 19th-CenturyMusic21 (1997):208‐22.



UnfinishedSchubert
Wemight usually consider fragments to beexamples of musical ephemera‐nothingmore than abandonedjottings that
pale in significance to a composer's completedmasterworks. ButSchubert's fragments are anythingbut; indeed, some of
his most famous works are unfinished,from the Quartettsatzto the "Unfinished" Symphony itself.What dothese works tell
usabout Schubert's compositional process?And howdo we contendwith them ashistorians,analysts, and‐most
problematically‐performers?

Foran overview of Schubert's fragments, in all their various guises. read Reinhardvan Hoorickx, "The Chronology of
Schubert's Fragments and Sketches," in SchubertStudies:Problemsof Style andChronology, ed. Eva Badura-Skoda and
Peter Branscombe, 297‐325 (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1982).(Aswith our previous readingby Hooriclot,you
should browse hisessay for general themes and insights;you don't need to scrutinize every word.) Then take a look at
Appendix 2 (Anhang2) in Andrea Lindmayr‐Brandl, FranzSchubert: Dasfragmentan’sche Werk(Wiesbaden: FranzSteiner,
2003), 357‐76, on reserve in the music library. Lindmayr‐Brandl sorts the Schubert fragments into seven categories:
Uberlkferungsfragmente,Manusknptfragmente, Entwurfsfi'agmente, Reinschriftfragmente,Smdienfiagmente,
Pseudofragmente,and Kompositionsfragmente.(What do thesewords mean?You might need to use aGerman dictionary.)
Forexamples of these different kinds of fragments, spend some time browsingmy favorite volume of the NeueSchubert
Ausgabe: FranzSchubert, Sinfonische EnMurfeundFragmente,ed. Michael Kube, NeueAusgabesémtiicher Werke, Serie 5,
Band6 (Kassel: Barenreiter,2012), in the reserve stacks of the music library. Playthrough a page or two that you find
interesting: canyou find some "fingerprints" of Schubert's style in this music, even in its embryonic stage?

Let's beginwith "Der Ungliickliche," D. 713 (1821). a songthat exists in three fo rms ‐a fragmentary Entwurflsketch,outline,
draft), acomplete Niederschrifimnttencopy, transcription), and aprint (published in 1827,presumably precededbyanow‑
lost Reinschn'ft,or clean copy). Study the online facsimiles, comparingthem to the modern editions‐either the
Gesamtausgabe(Serie 20, Band6, ed. EusebiusMandyaewski [Leipzig: Breitkopf8;Hartel, 1895])or the NeueSchubert
Ausgabe (Serie4, Bénde4a + 4b, ed.Walther Diirr [Kassel: Barenreiter, 1979], in the reserve stacks of the music library).
We'll spend time at the beginningof classgrapplingwith the complicated compositional historyof this work. Our
investigationwill be informed byWalther Diirr, "Entwurf‐Ausarbeitung‐Revision: Zur Arbeitsweise Schuberts am Beispiel
des Liedes 'Der Ungliickliche' (D 713)," DieMusikforschung44(1991): 221-36. (Ifyour German isgood enough, try to read
some of it.)

Next, let's turn to three famously unfinished compositions.Schubert abandoned a StringQuartet in CMinor a few bars into
its second movement; the complete first movement isoften performed independentlyasthe Quanettsatz,while the
incomplete secondmovement is available in Franz Schubert, Streichquartette Ill,ed.WernerAderhold, NeueAusgabe
sa'mtlicherWerlre, Serie 6, Band 5 (Kassel: Bi‐irenreiter, 1989), 168-70, in the reserve stacks of the music library. For more on
this work, read Lewis Lockwood, "Schubert as FormalArchitect: TheQuartettsatz, D. 703,"in HistoricalMusicology:Sources,
Methods, Interpretations,ed. StephenA.Crist and Roberta Montemorra Manrin, 204‐18 (Rochester: Universityof Rochester
Press,2004). Schubertsimilarly abandoned a PianoSonata in CMinorwithout completing its third-movement minuet or
fourth-movement rondo.A facsimile of the score andfirst edition is available on reserve in the music library: Franz
Schubert, “Reliquie".' Senate in Cfor KlavierD840, ed. Hans-JoachimHinrichsen ('l'utzing: HansSchneider, 1992). For more
on thiswork (nicknamed Reliquie),and on the Romantic aesthetics of the fragment, read Richard Kramer: "The Hedgehog:
Of Fragments Finished and Unfinished," 19th-CenturyMusic21 (1997): 137‐48. Finally, isthe “Unfinished“ unfinished‐and
if so,why?On this thorny question, read MaynardSolomon, “Schubert's 'Unfinished' Symphony," 19th-CenturyMusic21
(1997):111‐33. Fora rebuttal of sorts, readJohn M. Gingerich, "Unfinished Considerations: Schubert's 'Unfinished'
Symphony in the Context of His Beethoven Project," 19th-CenturyMusic31 (2007): 99‐112. Besure to study and listen to
the followingworks, discussed in the texts above:

0 StringQuartet in CMinor [Ouanettsatz], D.703 (1820)
0 Symphony No. 7 (or 8) in B Minor [Unfinished], D. 759 (1822)
0 PianoSonata in CMajor [Reliquie], D. 840 (1825),as completed by Paul Badura‐Skoda


